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My Story
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● Work
● Outside Interests and organizations



What is polling?

● Aims to measure public opinion on a particular topic
● Attempts to achieve a representative random sample

○ The demographics of the people responding should look similar to the total 
population

○ Ideally, the people answering the poll are completely random – every person in the 
population has an equal chance of being picked

● Using statistics, we can reasonably estimate what the population thinks by 
asking a much smaller portion of the population

● Differs from informal surveys/straw polls by following a strict set of guidelines 
to avoid bias
○ These surveys are usually directed to a particular audience and can be answered 

multiple times



Who uses political polls? For what purposes?

● Can be used by candidates, the media, political action committees, advocacy 
groups, government offices, and more

● TYPES
○ Horserace polling – Who do voters currently prefer in an upcoming election?
○ Approval/favorability polling – Do voters like a particular politician or think 

they’re doing a good job?
○ Issue polling – What do voters think about a particular issue? What policies 

do they support?
○ Messaging polling – What message can a politician use to convince voters to 

vote for them or support their policies? Which issues or character traits should 
they focus on?



What are political polls used for?

Horserace polling Approval polling



What are political polls used for?



What goes into 
conducting a poll?



Drafting

● First, decide what the poll will be about
○ Which group of people will you be polling?
○ What information are you looking for? What issues do you want to focus on?
○ How much do you want to ask about?
○ Do you want to test any messages?

● Once topics are set, go about writing questions
○ Include demographic questions to make sure to know if sample is representative
○ Be aware of how wording and order of questions could affect answers
○ Make sure questions are clear and concise
○ Wording of answer choices is also important



Drafting



Fielding: Getting Responses

● Live phone calls
○ Traditionally the “gold standard,” but not as much anymore
○ Becoming harder as less people pick up their phones

● Automated phone calls
○ Answer by pressing a button on the phone

● Panels
○ Recruit a group of people who will agree to answer surveys
○ Sometimes platforms will offer a cash incentive

● Text-to-web
○ Text people a link to an online questionnaire

● Online ads
○ Advertise a questionnaire on social media

● Mail
● Door-to-door

○ Rare in the US, more common in Latin America



Fielding: Getting Responses



Let’s try it out!       https://tinyurl.com/SparkPoll



Achieving a Representative Sample
● The more people you survey, the closer your estimates will be to reality

○ Must weigh cost vs accuracy
● Pollsters also must make sure the group of people that answered the poll has the same 

demographic traits as the overall population
○ Bias towards a particular race, gender, or other demographic could change people’s 

answers
● Important demographics to keep track of

○ Race
○ Gender
○ Age
○ Political party
○ College education (recently has become more important)
○ Geographic region

● Ways to correct bias
○ Targeting – keep track of demographics while poll is out in the field and try to get more 

responses from a particular group that you need more of
○ Weighting – count responses from a particular group more in the overall results



Achieving a Representative Sample



Analyzing Results

● First see if there’s anything obviously wrong
○ Adjust weights if things seem off

● Pay attention to the margin of error – how precise we expect the results to 
be

● Toplines
○ These are the overall results for the entire population
○ Most precise information

● Crosstabs
○ Look at how specific demographic groups answered questions
○ Can give insight into what’s causing the overall result to be what it is
○ Since this data is only a subset of everyone who answered the poll, the numbers 

are less precise
● If different messages are being tested, we can see how they affected how 

people view the candidates/issues



Analyzing Results



Analyzing Results



How can you be smarter about reading poll 
results when you find them?

● Who paid for the poll?
○ Is it an internal poll?
○ Did a group that advocates for specific issues release it?

● What reputation does the company who ran the poll have?
● What is the sample size? How transparent is the company 

about providing information on how the poll was conducted?
● What method did the company use to recruit respondents?
● Do the demographics match with the total population?
● What demographics did the pollster use for weighting?
● Did the company release crosstabs or just toplines?
● Does the wording of the questions seem biased?



How can you be smarter about reading poll 
results when you find them?



How can you be smarter about reading poll 
results when you find them?

Final Result:           Franken 44% 56% Grassley      Grassley +12.2



How can you be smarter about reading poll 
results when you find them?



Where can you go to learn more?

And more…



Example of some of my past work:

https://tinyurl.com/FrankysPoll



“Facts are stubborn things, 
but statistics are pliable.”
― Mark Twain
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